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having; Congress lay them for the benefit of the United States.
Williamson of North Carolina said that if Congress should be
given power to tax exports, it would do away with the last hope
that the Convention could adopt the proposed constitution or
the states accept it. Mason of Virginia concurred with the princi-
ple, often advanced, "that a majority when interested will op-
press the minority/" The Northern states were an interested ma-
jority, and the Southern states "had therefore good grounds for
their suspicion.**
Madison and Wilson favored giving Congress the power to
tax exports. This might, Madison agreed, have unequal effects on
different states, but he insisted that the Convention ought to be
^governed by national and permanent views." Since states with
different interests could not with justice exercise the right to pay
export taxes individually, they should do it collectively: that is,
under the regulation of Congress. Wilson pointed out that to
give Congress the right to tax imports but not exports was to take
from the "Common Government half the regulation of trade/9
He believed that if Congress had the power over exports this
might be more effectual than the power over imports in making
favorable commercial treaties with foreign countries.
Three states sided with Madison and Wilson, on grounds of
special interest. New Hampshire, obliged to ship its produce
through Massachusetts ports, would be taxed by Massachusetts.
New Jersey would have to ship through New York and Pennsyl-
vania, Delaware through Pennsylvania; and those shipping states
would lay the export duties. Maryland would ship through
Pennsylvania and Virginia, and North Carolina through Virginia;
but they preferred that to being taxed by Congress. Pennsylvania,
though it would proit by shipping for New Jersey., Delaware,
and Maryland, yet disregarded its special interest and voted in
the larger interest for control of exports by Congress. Madison
and Washington voted for control by Congress, but they were
outvoted by Mason, Randolph, and Blair. The other Southern
states were solidly opposed to letting a majority in Congress
regulate their export trade, and Massachusetts arid Connecticut
voted with them. Finally; on the 2Sth, the Convention resolved
the conflict by deciding by a bare majority to prohibit export
taxes laid by the separate states as well as by Congress.
The section in the report of the Committee of Detail which

